Michele Jackman Enterprises and Adventures
Providing dynamic speaking, facilitation, corporate,
and governmental consulting and training since 1982
mjackman.com

The OWLWorks: Your Training Partner
Updated for 2019-2020
We work with FOUR elements of your culture of tasks, people,
strategy, and climate for performance breakthroughs and change,
and help you build and sustain a positive energizing working climate. In
terms for growth and change, we keep people feeling they are still “on
the bus” and not under it! We train and mentor participants of our
seminars on positive influence, facilitative leadership, and promote
intelligent levels of communication and collaboration across the
complex “white space” on the organization chart.
Most important, we keep programs relevant and affordable.
—Michele Jackman, President

TRAINING PROGRAMS & MODULES You Can Tailor for a Program

usOWLs.com

OWLWorks

Refresh your career and guide your organization with these
“remastered” and exciting new programs and approaches designed
to assist you in your own strategic goals for the years ahead. Choose,
mix topics, or create programs with our assistance.

What We Offer:
The OWLWorks training programs to assist
you to be “Optimistic, , Wiser, and acquire
Lifelong knowledge

 Dynamic Speaking to small and large groups or organizations in “keynote” or “endnote”
speeches at special events or meetings which focus and enhance clarity of purpose and
motivation to move forward with specific themes. Program content is integrated with
conference or desired meeting themes. Visit our separate Speak Out! Catalog.
 Assistance with Change Management and Transition: Explore and take critical steps
in project implementations that prevent initial problems and build commitment to new
processes or systems changes. Includes issues with partnering, and effective
collaboration with outside entities, or in interdepartmental functional team projects.
 Team Launches and Facilitation of meetings intended to bring diverse opinions
together for quick resolutions of issues or conflicts, and to build enhanced collaborative
relationships and collective success for workgroups and project teams.
 Retreats and Revitalization Off-sites for All Organizations and Groups
Take a much-needed time out from incessant challenges to reexamine activities in
support of core values, current goals and develop fresh initiatives and re-motivation for
the desired results defined.
 Life Enhancement and All Generational Workshops focus on HR, career, and
retirement planning issues for each generation, from new employee, to mature members
of your workforce and are designed to mitigate any generational issues and foster a
sense of all-age all-accountable camaraderie.
 PLUS . . . Management and Leadership: Training for Trainers: Create development
programs and succession activities available. Attend NEW updated courses to enhance
your own training, mentoring, and succession activities and use our library of modules.

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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Welcome to the updates for the OWL Works Catalog 2019-2020
WE CONTINUE TO OFFER THREE KEY AREAS IN THIS SEASON OF CHANGE:
 Programs for the Workforce and Creating Performance
Breakthroughs with Diversity and Generational Issues
 Programs and resources for Succession and Retirement Transitions
 Adapting to new patterns of Working in a “Gig Economy” with
complex Virtual Relationships with others External and Internal.

Four Decades of Personal Development Courses for Business, NonProfits and Government we continuously enhance and update:
 Change Management: Transitions and Collaborative Methods
 Conflict Resolution Practices and Strategies for Prevention
 Management Refreshers: Training, Coaching, and Mentoring Others
 All Level Leadership Development and Skills
 Strength Based Workforce Performance and Improvement
 Communications Training in Five Key Result Areas
 Customer Service Delivery Strategies
 Professionalism, Influence and Credibility
 Strategic Thinking, Planning, and Project Leadership
 Critical Thinking, Risk Management, and Decision Making
 All Level Leadership and Innovation

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com
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BREAKTHROUGH ISSUES: Recent and Future Options
Our services and programs have been addressing these emerging areas. Titles are
adapted to actual sessions upon request.
 Conquering Overload of Work Requests!
Overcoming Information Overload and Ambiguity with Quick “Absorption” skills
With not enough time as a given, increase ability to review and absorb complex data,
policy, or regulations to present them to others quickly with credibility, clarity and impact.
 Got too much Tensions and Drama? Building and Sustaining Emotional Fortitude
(EF) and multiple “intelligences” in Challenging Situations— Leading the way with
the new Professionalism. Using emotional intelligence strategies in situations you face.
 “Eating Problems for Breakfast” -Attitudes the Boost Intelligence
Think Again! Reframing problems to get them resolved quickly and with the best
methods for gaining all perspectives and making sound decisions.
 Transitions and Succession Planning
Making Change Work for You! Harvesting Opportunities for Advancement or
Transferring Tasks and Knowledge
 Communications Refresher:
Connect, Communicate and Collaborate More Effectively to Get Things Done
Minimize and control excessive Communication needs that waste time
 Conflict Resolution: Seeing Opportunities and Negotiating Agreement
 Performance Coaching: Key Player Skills: Avoiding Career Killers and Develop
Reputation, Respect, and Trust in all Roles.
 Counter Exhaustion ,Stop Burnout!
Boost Resilience through Appropriate Humor, Risk, and Change in Habits

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com
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Recent Programs for Governmental Audiences: Matched to Core
Competencies
With a number of past courses over several decades, we have created FIVE areas of
Learning Objectives, potential themes and course content you can mix and match.
These can be offered in one, two, three- day modes and for different groups for maximum
cost benefit and immediate application of tools and skills. Even coordinated half -days
over a period of time can accommodate work schedules and project demands.

I.

THE WOW5℠ Core Course for “Teaming Up in White Space”, Coordinating
and Collaborating with Greater Productivity and Less Unresolved Conflict

II.

Think Again! Series Focused on Critical thinking, Creativity, and Strategic
Innovation at all levels

III.

Sustaining Environments for Success: Controlling Communications,
Fostering Teamwork, and Creating Healthy Cultures

IV.

Workforce Development Series for Personal Advancement and
Competency

V.

Every Leader/ Manager a Trainer: Transfer of Skills, Knowledge, and
Experience—Ongoing Succession Activities

Our programs are “Off the Shelf” options to integrate with your programs
With any courses you choose or combine in terms of topical areas, participants will receive
ready-to-use licensed materials that fit their situation, resources, and any needed follow up
consultation so tools and strategies covered can be adapted and applied to support current
initiatives for greater efficiency and lower cost.
VISIT OUT ONLINE CATALOGUE OF PAST LEARNING OBJECTIVES AND SUCCESSFUL
COURSES AT MJACKMAN.COM
Search or download a program to match your needs

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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Who is Michele Jackman?
Author, Speaker, Facilitator, Consultant, Humorist
Michele Jackman is former governmental Executive, leader, an entertaining and dynamic
consulting and training veteran and currently a successful corporate coach. In four decades, she
has facilitated getting desired results in areas of change management, improved
communications, strategy thinking, interpersonal effectiveness, time and stress management,
project team building, and enhanced workforce culture.
She has been instrumental in areas of organizational transformation and individual development
for decades with accolades about the quality, cost, and energy exhibited in all her work as a
motivational speaker, trainer, or facilitator.
She has conducted seminars internationally for corporate, government, and non-profit
organizations facing radical changes as a strategist for collective thinking and innovation. She
has consulted on long term change management projects as advisor or coach for executives
and managers. Her background is teaching Organizational Development and Psychology at
various institutions.
The walk-away value is immediate application of insights, tools provided, or strategies
presented with greater “probability of success”. She provides timesaving, cost-saving tools for
re-invigorating all generations of workforces from the very top-level executives to the newest
employee and motivates intelligent change management.
She has been acknowledged and given many awards, and co-authored a book on development,
Star Teams: Key Players: Career Strategies (1991), which provided many career strategies for
performing and creating effective teams. These are still acknowledged to be the more advanced
practices, providing increased learning and success.

This was the best instructor I have ever had in my 37 years of Government Service both active
duty, contractor, and in civil service. She was stimulating, knowledgeable and made for a
worthwhile learning experience.
Michele Jackman is one of the most responsive speakers I have ever experienced. She goes
the extra mile to make sure people comprehend material and get questions answered. It was a
great investment of time and resources!

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com
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WOW 5 SERIES
The Overview Program and Specific Topical Themes

WOW5℠ WORKFORCE COORDINATION/COLLABORATION
WORKSHOP

CORE COURSE OUTLINE AND THEMES: One -two-day options— 1.5 -2-hour
intensives in the Overview with discussions about application—what the
participant can/will try:

 Getting it Done: With less waste of time, energy, and resources: What are you not
getting done and why? Strategies to get things done more efficiently returning time and
energy back.
 Getting it Right: Right from the start, with standards, accuracy, and getting better
agreements set for increased quality “unshakeable confidence” and trust
 Get Along Well: Leveraging prior training on diversity, strengths, styles, goals. Reduce
conflicts and increasing collaborative behaviors to create teams easy to access
 Get Acknowledged! Building and maintaining mutual trust and respect within a highly
motivated, talented, professional, and appreciated workforce-demonstrate excellence
 Get a Life, too! Sustain positive energy! Promote overall life wellness, readiness,
resilience and do “bounce” back from unanticipated crises with fresh game plans. Keep
all you do a positive expression of your untested leadership capabilities

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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THINK AGAIN!
Fix the Thinking that Causes Most Problems

Three areas are covered in this area:
Critical Thinking, Innovation, and Change Management
strategies are covered for leaders and staff as well
Think Again! courses examine new mental shifts and models for higher performance at the
individual level, virtual teaming level, and at the organizational strategic level.
Included are various tools for improving thinking with tools, or enhancing skills through
knowledge exchange and mentoring, including reverse mentoring (younger to older).
1-3 days – up to 20 hours
........................................................................................................................................................................

 Think Again! Think Critically - Then Decide Carefully!
 Leading Change: Launch the Right Strategy: Stay in control of Complex, High
Impact Change
 Think Ahead: Launch Your Strategy: Covers the Five Rs – Desired Results,
Rules, Rituals to follow, Clear Roles, & Ongoing Recognition of Progress
 Succession Management: Transferring and maintaining Critical Knowledge

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com
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Sustaining Environments for Success:
Communications, Teamwork, & Healthy Cultures

Given diversity of the workforce and virtual teamwork across a global environment, course
topics in this series examines ways to refresh communication skills, accelerate desired change,
and promote high skills in coordination, collaboration, virtual teamwork, partnering, and
transition.
 Sustaining a Culture of Engagement and Generational Harmony
 Customer Service and Conflict Management
 Improving Communication: Connecting, Communicating with Differences in Style, and
Collaboration
 Launching Strategic Plans Across Project Teams
 Sustaining High Performance Teams Working in “White Space” (out of box roles)
 On-boarding Diverse Staff into your Culture: Tips and Traps
 Mentoring: A Two - Way Relationship of Responsibility
 Launching Great Collaborations and Partnerships: The Good, Bad, and Ugly!
 Learn to Facilitate Better Meetings or Project Working Sessions

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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Workforce Development Courses:
Remain a Key Player!
Described in my book on career strategies and career killers
this series provides for maximum “promotability” in a specific setting

TRAIN THE TRAINER SERIES
Supervisors, Managers Project Leaders
Training for Skill, Coaching for Performance,
Mentoring for Career Mobility

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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COSTS AND PRICING: Governmental Rates
Off the Shelf for up to 35 people: $3000. a day plus any direct expenses. Includes
materials.
Our pricing is competitive and includes extra clarification and coaching along with
networking as we develop new materials.
Multiple days with same or different Seminar topics are quoted at a different rate. We
will beat other quotes, whenever possible. Keynote, endnote presentations are
negotiated as well, depending on topic and location.
Your Standard Day Rate is based upon:
1. Training objectives
2. Number of participants and materials costs
3. Requirements for travel
4. Desired follow-up
Materials and travel are included in the final project rate, and materials are licensed for use.
Follow-up coaching is also included and available to enable application of materials to
specific site needs.
We will work always try to within your budget and demonstrate return on investment.
General Terms:
 Non-commercial application of materials and tools provided is encouraged without further
license agreements for internal use.


Client provides venue, refreshments, and equipment.



All courses include high levels of interaction and the use of tools, relevant case studies, or
simulations to transfer the learning quickly, and with lots of positive energy and
demonstrations of formats and tools.



Applicability to Governmental/Non-profit organizations: All courses focus on relevance to
government settings, non-profit organizations. Missions, values, and constraints.



All courses are designed for diverse workforce composition and presented to different levels
of competency.
Evaluation Data: Over 90% plus in all courses
Phone: (805) 964-5668 Email: Michele@mjackman.com Website: mjackman.com
For more information about fees, off-sites, speaking consulting, facilitation
or to choose a program contact us.
Michele Jackman, PO Box 61107, Santa Barbara, CA 93160-1107

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com
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Past Courses and Learning Objectives
(If viewing in PDF mode, Ctrl and click on topic title)

W.O.W. 5 OVERVIEW COURSE (1 day) OR SERIES
Overcome Overload, Conflict, and Change and increase probability of success
and performance breakthroughs for Individuals and project teams
.................. 15







01: Getting More Done with Less Waste of Time, Energy, and Resources!
02: Getting Things Right: Root Cause, and Failure Analysis
03: Getting Along Well: Prevent and Resolve Conflict areas
04: Getting Acknowledged! Boosting Collaborative Capabilities
05: Get a Life! Offset Stress and Promote Resilience in All Team Members
06: Now what? Focusing on Application of Skills- Free Coaching and follow-up

THINK AGAIN! ......................................................................................................................... 18
 06: Think Critically! Then Decide with Carefully!
07: Leading Change: Improve Processes and Innovate
 08: Think Ahead, Launch the Right Strategy to Prevent Crises
 09: Succession and Knowledge Transfer: Training, Coaching, and Mentoring Others
 10: Avoiding Organizational Dementia: Preventing Loss of Talent, Experience, or
Skill
SUSTAINING ENVIRONMENTS FOR SUCCESS .................................................................... 21






11: Customer Service Culture and Conflict Management
12: Improving Communication, Collaboration, and Resolving Conflicts
13: The Good, Bad, Ugly and the Elegant: Launching Projects and Partnerships
14: Launching a Performance Management Culture
15: Diversity Revisited: Create a Culture of Inclusion and Collaboration
(Meets HR Compliance Course criteria for Diversity training)
 16: Create Engagement and Generational Harmony
 17: The Real Work of Leaders: Adapting the Way You Lead
 18: Sustaining a Productive Workplace Climate for Key Players!
WORKFORCE PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSES ....................................................... 25
 19: “Active Reading” Presenting Your Ideas for Improvement, Acceptance, and
Impact
 20: Making Change Work for You! Harvesting Opportunities and Using Power Wisely
 21: Choose Your Path: Seven Principles for Controlled Stress and Greater Life
Balance
 22: Boosting Resilience, Emotional Intelligence and Appropriate Inspiring Humor
in Difficult Situations
 23: What do you stand for? Professionalism at Work
TRAIN THE TRAINER SERIES ............................................................................................... 28
 24: Make the Training “Stick” and Ensure Desired Follow Through
 25: Create Flawless Internal Training Initiatives and Programs
 26: Design and Deliver the Message! Facilitate Changes or Major Culture Shift

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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Course Summaries

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com
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OVERVIEW COURSE : WOW5 SOLUTION: Getting it Done! Getting it Right! Getting
Along! Getting Acknowledged and Making this All Fun!
Create increased personal and team motivation to work on difficult situations, time management
issues, and multi-generational coordination as the workplace profile shifts into a next generation
of work processes mode.
Outcome: A model and framework for better practices, and discussion of specific strategies
for assessing issues and challenges and deciding on first steps.
Also, ideal for smaller companies or organizations seeking a healthier long- term culture of selfmanaging teams, on-time projects, and healthier staff when there is limited empowerment and
resources. Note: In each in- depth module, you can practice with various tools and strategies.
In the Core course or Overview WOW5 areas are perfect to assess and explore future
evolutions for excellent service delivery, risk analysis and collaborations that improve
communications.

01: WOW5 SOLUTION
Focus:

Getting More Done with Less Waste of Time, Energy, and Resources!
Save time in a project-oriented or virtual team culture.

Objective:

Avoid wasting other people’s productive time by using better methods. Create
team awareness of the dependencies and timing issues in "teaming up" or in
cross-functional interactions. Includes new rules for all social media—email,
voice mail, meeting etiquette, prioritizing, and general organization—that will
save time, as well as conserve personal energy and focus.

Outcome:

Reviews the different tools and systems for relays and hand-offs making them
more efficient. Results in easier prioritization, better use of social media, and
reduced meeting time, while also providing personal time saving strategies.

Value:

Helps staff get back in control of pressures, practices, and deliverables.

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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02: WOW5 SOLUTION

Focus:

Getting Things Right: Preventing Errors with Root Cause and Failure
Analysis
The old saying “quality is free” is still true. Planning from the front end with
other staff impacted in a project or change ensures compliance and
conscientious assessment to ensure accountability in performance.

Objective:

Explore potential roadblocks and risks without becoming “risk adverse.” Learn
how to offset or mitigate unanticipated negative effects after an action or a
change. Focus on the “real” rules of the road needed and eliminate ineffective
ones.

Outcome:

Be prepared and ready for all potential crises and mitigate risk factors if they
cannot be totally prevented. Examines multiple sources of failure and error
using case examples that clearly reveal better ways to prevent a crisis.

Value:

Prevent serious costs, liabilities, and loss of motivation with good failure
analysis and prevention that includes all points of view.

“If you don’t get it right from the start, you won’t get it right”

03: WOW5 SOLUTION
Focus:
Objective:

Outcome:

Value:

Getting Along Well: Prevent and Resolve Conflicts Quickly
Fostering cooperation involves lots of patience with human differences,
differing goals, and old baggage or perceptions. This module reviews specific
areas where conflicts are common, and ways to resolve them with clear
communications.
.
Fosters greater awareness of different preferences, increases understanding,
and rebuilds trust and cooperation with specific adaptive approaches
Less waste of time, reduction of excess drama, and greater accountability.
Prepare people for whatever conflicts or crises emerge.

“Agreeing to disagree and openly sharing differences of viewpoint
promotes honest two feedback, critical thinking and ultimately increases
and builds real trust!”

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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04: WOW5 SOLUTION

Focus:

Getting Acknowledged! Boosting Collaborative Capability

Objective:

Identify and leverage everyone’s strengths, experience level, and use best
practices to overcome any weak areas on a team though assessment, trust
building, collaboration, and create greater accountability and credibility.

Outcome:

Foster cooperative and collaborative skills, behaviors, and strategies.

Value:

Prevents wrong people attempting to do right things, and leverages talent and
the skills sets available for greater efficiency and cost effectiveness in all
activities. Increases the flow of work and reduces costs.
“Discovering the unique capability of others leads to the greater performance
and motivation of all”

05: WOW5 SOLUTION

Focus:

Now What? Get a Life! Offset Stress and Promote Resilience in Self and
All Team Members

Objective:

Assess stress factors, measure actual stress levels, and ensure all staff
members have the energy and resources to get things accomplished in a
positive way. Promote resilience and bounce- back behaviors. Increase
endurance for the challenges ahead.

Outcome:

Ongoing measures of progress. Greater emotional intelligence of the whole
team and mutual support. High levels of morale and motivation despite
pressures and challenges.

Value:

Healthier people and workforce ready to face the worst and do their best.

“The tragedy of life is
not death, but what we
let die inside of us while
we live.”
Norman Cousins
Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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THINK AGAIN! This series reviews and refreshes our approach to problem
solving, analytical methods, and decision-making, especially with others and with
knowledge of preferred style.
06: THINK AGAIN!
“Many complain of their memory, few of their judgment”
Ben Franklin
Focus:

Think Critically! Then Decide Carefully!

Objective:

Focus on “What is working” then, improve “what’s not” and prevent three
common “blind spots” to real issues. Learn simple team thinking strategies
and skills, apply them for efficient testing of assumptions. and for assessing
any team or group goals in conflict. Covers both basic and advanced
analytical skill and techniques and helps with framing and analyses of various
complex factors.

Outcome:

Provides 8 simple and key questions to ask before implementing any solution.
Increase skills in testing decisions using a systematic process to make
progress and assess consequences over time.

Value:

Improve efficiency in making critical decisions and reviewing inputs for the
best implementations.
Get the flaws out of your thinking and see elegant solutions ahead

07: THINK AGAIN!

Focus:

Lead Change: Improve Processes, and Innovate

Objective:

Remove unnecessary steps or rules and streamline communications. Learn
how to quickly identify causes for problems, conduct effective risk analysis,
and break down proposed changes for easy delegation to others. As either a
project leader or member of a team, use tools and strategies that lead to
readiness, overcomes resistance, and revitalizes the whole team. Prevent or
mitigate any negative consequences over time.

Outcome:

Intervene in whatever stage a change is in, and launch highly effective
strategies to mitigate risk, while saving time and resources, and ensuring
greater progress and success.

Value:

Saves time, energy, and leverages talents for better morale and motivation in
a change.

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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08: THINK AGAIN!

Focus:

Think Ahead: Launch the Right Strategy to Prevent Crises

Objective:

Once goals are defined, the next step is to identify the best and most costeffective ways to accomplish them. This course provides a six-step cycle of
strategic planning with specific steps and is appropriate at all levels of
planning—from unit, or team, to major organizational change. Includes steps
in strategic, tactical, and operational planning. Explore potential crises, be
ready, respond and prevent them.

Outcome:

Construct and fine tune a “plan for your existing plan” and launch it.

Value:

Identify benefits and anticipated difficulties ahead and be ready to mitigate
them.
Be prepared to face any crises and respond appropriately

09: THINK AGAIN!

Focus:

Succession and Knowledge Transfer: Training, Coaching, and
Mentoring Others

Objective:

This course examines the three phases of learning in careers which lead to
excellent performance and increased promotability. Ensuring that these
phases occur promotes the long-term success of the whole enterprise at
every level. Growing into roles from Manager to Mentor involves specific
values and steps. Understanding the Mentee’s values and real needs is also
critical to promoting long term organizational health.

Outcome:

A process to use for succession, transitions, team handoffs, or when new jobs
are created.

Value:

Smoother transitions for new officer holder with clear roles and
empowerment. Readiness for promotion in the more experienced.
A critical focus on Office holders who are departing is both intelligent and
respectful of their long- term contributions.

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com
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10: THINK AGAIN!

Focus:

Avoiding Organizational Dementia: Preventing Loss of Talent,
Experience, or Skill

Objective:

Critical technical or administrative areas are often overlooked until someone
retires or leaves suddenly. Then, many questions remain, and things undone.
This course helps you identify specific job arenas of vulnerability. With a
shifting of technology as well, all generations are impacted. This course
provides strategies, tools, and mentoring contracts to ensure quick transitions
and better hand-offs. Discussions include specific steps and the lost
strategies in what is called “tacit” knowledge.

Outcome:

Prevention of lost knowledge or the sources of excellence and flow.

Value:

Sustain best and more efficient practices that are often “tacit” and not well
understood.

OWL Note: Other Options
Other courses or titles can be used within the areas of problem solving,
thinking skills, planning, and succession.

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com
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SUSTAINING POSITIVE CULTURES:
Activity Promote Communications, Teamwork, Great Working Agreements.
All staff need a positive working environment to utilize their capabilities, expect a “High
probability of Success” and be empowered to innovate with good guidance.

11: SUSTAINING POSITIVE CULTURES

Focus:

Ensuring a Customer Service Culture and Conflict Management

Objective:

Launch a more effective strategy for services delivery, and create processes
and responses that are simpler, quicker, and more appropriate. Build effective
working relationships with customer requests and provide desired programs,
products or services in ways that create mutual respect and trust.
Most important is revisit how to say what you must say without escalating any
conflict.

Outcome:

Walk away with better ways to prevent conflict and communicate services,
their limits, and other resources.

Value:

Preparedness for unanticipated reactions, and appropriate responses.
Poor service delivery is recalled the most and serves the least!

12: SUSTAINING POSITIVE CULTURES

Focus:
Objective:

Improving Communications, Collaboration, and Resolving Conflicts
Learn the secrets of virtual cross team communications. This course covers
the essential ingredients of effective teamwork and team building to create a
great team culture. Included are specific "recipes" for various kinds of teams
and situations. Topics include telecommunications, better meeting strategies,
and resolving predictable conflicts in coordinated efforts.
Coordinate others effectively and efficiently in a dispersed team environment.

Outcome:

Value:

Refresh your communication skills in the light of recent research on all levels
of communications, which have become complex and more time consuming.
Prevent unnecessary conflict and respond quickly when it occurs.

The skills of collaboration guarantee a better future and
streamline communications
Michele Jackman, mjackman.com
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13: SUSTAINING POSITIVE CULTURES
Focus:

The “Good, the Bad, the Ugly, the Elegant Launching Projects and
Partnerships:

Objective:

Work with both internal and external groups, including other agencies or
governmental entities to deliver projects or the mission is challenging.
Bring common goals and strategies into alignment. Keep actions simple and
effective. Create "Win-Win" or "best shot” strategies and clear inclusive
agreements. Promote NEW levels of mutual respect and trust. Covers best
strategies for unique situations, by identifying the anticipated risks of any
collaboration and ways to realign energies of all.

Outcome:

Advance, Refine and Execute current Project Team strategies.

Value:

Prevent costly delays and other costs; prevent serious errors or exposure to
liabilities.
Ready, Fire, Aim-- team approaches generally fail at very high cost

14: SUSTAINING POSITIVE CULTURES

Focus:

Launching an Effective Performance Management Culture

Objective:

Focus on the reasons for non-performance first. Optimal performance
depends on what the organization has to offer in terms of technology and the
environment for performing. Performance Management cultures examine
what it takes to be successful in any job role. This course provides ways to
promote excellence, sustain growth, and enable staff to move into emerging
roles and skill areas. Elements like working conditions, job inputs and
direction, relationships, and geographic aspects are reviewed.

Outcome:

Create a “high trust” mutual respect relationship from the start to prevent
unnecessary defensiveness and greater accountability.

Value:

Prevent difficult situations when mentoring and set better communication
rules and processes. Learn what is important to people being mentored.

“A mentoring culture advanced the organization as well as its people”

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com
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15: SUSTAINING POSITIVE CULTURES

Focus:

Diversity Revisited: Creating a Culture of Inclusion and Collaboration
(An HR Compliance Course)

Objective:

You cannot mandate understanding and compliance with diverse cultural
backgrounds. Rather, this course covers the actual benefits of increasing
mutual trust and respect and offers real solutions to prevent backlashes and
greater unconscious prejudices or misunderstandings. Covers the real issues
of language, lifestyle, and mixed cultures and ways to promote “respectfully
correct” interactions and innovative teamwork using the richness of mixed
cultural work life.

Outcome:

Elimination of bias, and fresh awareness of sub- cultures and workstyles
leads to more trust, professionalism, prevention of conflicts, and innovation so
that collaboration can occur both efficiently and effectively.

Value:

Inclusion creates diversity—it is not other way around. Ensuring openness to
all points of view, styles, backgrounds, is essential in today’s world of work.

16: SUSTAINING POSITIVE CULTURES

Focus:

Sustaining a Culture of Engagement and Generational Harmony
Examines current strategies of succession management and employee
development for all generations of the workforce to fast track staff members
for greater performance.

Objective:

Explores the styles, stresses, and preferences of diverse and generational
workgroups, personal pressures, and defines appropriate conduct supporting
greater "emotional intelligence. Assess and improve the culture and climate.

Outcome:

Be prepared for actual rather than stereotypic assessments when developing
staff.

Value:

More acceptance of the need to change attitudes, behaviors, and
performance style.

“Generation refers to more than age of the workforce; it defines the stages of
organizational history and reveals important past lessons for the future.”

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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17: SUSTAINING POSITIVE CULTURES
Focus:

The Real Work of Leaders: Adapting the Way You Lead

Objective:

Examine 3 critical dimensions of Technology, Culture, and Competency to
apply 10 clusters of effective leadership cultures and learn the many ways
people should and can “take the lead” in solving problems, serving
customers, or stopping a crisis in progress. Learn how to install and monitor
these potential opportunities as best practices, and clearly communicate
empowered leadership roles to all staff.

Outcome:

Boost your abilities as a leader of workforce effectiveness and development.

Value:

Additional leadership behaviors in all jobs prevent many crises,
misunderstandings, and errors in judgment.

18: SUSTAINING POSITIVE CULTURES

Focus:

Sustaining a Productive Workplace Climate for Key Players!
Micro-culture is as important as the larger organizational culture. Often, they
are in conflict! Overcome the real reasons people want to leave.

Objective:

Learn essential behaviors and skills for project management, change, or
major transitions. The model is based upon wider application of “black
belt/green belt” work improvement strategies. Includes various techniques
and tools to secure buy-in leverage talents, build trust, and ensure follow
through and retention.

Outcome:

Walk away with clear understanding of cultural variables suitable for a specific
team—Results, Rules, Rituals followed, and Clear Roles, as well as
Recognition of measures of success to celebrate.

Value:

Walk away with clear understanding of cultural variables suitable for a specific
team—Results, Rules, Rituals followed, and Clear Roles, as well as
Recognition of measures of success to celebrate.

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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Remain a Key Player! Workforce Development Programs

19: REMAIN A KEY PLAYER! REMAIN PROMOTABLE IN
AN EVOLVING CHANGING ECONOMY

Focus:

Presenting Your Ideas for Impact and Influence

Objective:

Learn how to present your ideas and your thinking in ways that others can
understand them. Overcome anxiety and nervousness when presenting and
understand how to influence fresh thinking using ten strategy areas.

Outcome:

Become more valued for your ideas and opinions.

Value:

Feel more confident sharing your impressions or ideas; get noticed for great
ideas.

20: REMAIN A KEY PLAYER!

Focus:

Making Change Work for You! Harvesting Opportunities and Using
Power Wisely

Objective:

Ensure that desired or imposed changes will develop your capabilities,
influence, and opportunities to demonstrate continued excellence in
performance. Understand how to avoid the anxiety of change, and move with
it, applying skills, and demonstrating your own adaptiveness and flexibility.

Outcome:

Move into more opportunities and leverage talents and skills.

Value:

Shortens the implementation time and prevents problems. Minimizes your
"change adverse" patterns in disruptive change, increases proactive thinking
about the need for change, and to be flexible in difficult situations.

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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21: REMAIN A KEY PLAYER!

Focus:

Choose Your Path: Seven Principles for Controlled Stress and Greater
Life Balance

Objective:

Evaluate your own resilience and strategies for mitigating real stressors that
cannot be eliminated. Balance life activities more effectively and utilize
resources.

Outcome:

Feel more in control and confident about work and life balance issues and
challenges and have specific ideas on best courses of action.

Value:

Becoming aware of how stress motivates us to smoother, smarter courses of
action and improves performance in all life areas. Prevents negativity and
illness.

22: REMAIN A KEY PLAYER!

Focus:

Boosting Emotional Intelligence, Fortitude and Appropriate Inspiring
Humor

Objective:

Learn new responses that calm, lift, connect, protect, and guide Emotional
Intelligence and Professional Conduct Learn how to keep “wits and wisdom”
activated in day to day challenges and dramas. An appropriate sense of
humor and response has been identified as the most important characteristic
in professional, service type jobs, and roles as leaders. Humor is the key
ingredient in health, resilience, and coping—it prevents an unintelligent
response, and promotes collaboration.

Outcome:

Demonstrate Leadership behavior: Learn and boost all the types and “colors
of your humor” and see opportunities to lead the way to more intelligent
responses when things become stressful and absurd.

Value:

Inspirational humor leads to great trust in your judgment as you model coping
and demonstrate resilience and more self-control in “serious” situations.

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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23: REMAIN A KEY PLAYER!

Focus:

What do you stand for? Professionalism at Work

Objective:

Assist staff to make ethical professional decisions in all performance areas.
This mandatory course examines all aspects of ethics at work, including
personal and team- initiated work ethics and behaviors in a fun dynamic way.
Various scenarios in a variety of situations help participants use the five steps
in preventing unethical responses or practices when under pressure.

Outcome:

Reaffirm your professional conduct and feel supported for personal ethical
decisions you may have to make.

Value:

Codes of conduct lead to healthier, more productive, and accountable
performance. Onboarding, retraining, and discussion of ethical challenges
builds mutual respect and trust and promotes clear expectations.

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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TRAIN THE TRAINER SERIES
Supervisors, Managers Project Leaders:
Training for Skill, Coaching for Performance, Mentoring for Career Mobility
(Offered as a Three-day series, as well)

24: TRAIN THE TRAINER
Focus:

Make the Training “Stick” with Application and Follow-through

Objective:

Understand the all the ingredients for highly effective programs and learn how
to design and deliver practical training using multi-media tools, strategies, and
innovative approaches. This course reviews fundamentals of adult learning,
and helps you provide training both efficiently and with shorter learning curves
to desired performance excellence.

Outcome:

Increased motivation to apply new learning to work activities and feel confident.

Value:

Greater accountability to act quickly and provide excellent quality at least.

25: TRAIN THE TRAINER: Going Beyond Online Training

Focus:

Create Flawless Integrated Training Initiatives and Programs

Objective:

Learn the differences between the “telling mode” and effective practice
training modes. Every training program that is designed must take into
consideration different learning styles for a specific situation trainee will be
face. One approach may not work when risks are higher for failure. Learn
how to present, test, and evaluate the training you provide to individuals oneto one, or in small groups, or audiences.

Outcome:

Saves time, costs, and prevents errors when a Trainee, or new person to a
job knows both the basic skills and the tacit or other aspects of successful
performance with tips, and traps.

Value:

When training is presented correctly and positively, the confidence of a
trainee increases as and shortens the time to “excellence and skill.

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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26: TRAIN THE TRAINER: Both Technical and
Interpersonal

Focus:

Deliver the Message! Prepare and Facilitate Change and Major Culture
Shifts

Objective:

Learn and practice the 10 elements of well prepared, interesting, and
motivational messages on a specific topic or theme. Design, develop and
test various approaches, decide on use of media, and ensure you remain
connected to the audience and their reactions to the message.

Outcome:

Be more confident about the design and effectiveness of your presentation
to motivate and influence fresh approaches and immediate action. Develop
and follow-up evaluation plan.

Value:

Prevents resistance to cultural or process changes and serious errors or
conflicts.

“It is through training, coaching, and mentoring that productivity and
excellence is sustained.”

Michele Jackman, mjackman.com

805 964-5668
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